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I am Sun Mu: Sun Mu, a sen-
ior North Korean propaganda
artist, escapes to the South and
now uses his talent to make fun
of  the Supreme Leader
through satirical political pop

art. Offered a high profile solo exhibition in China, he
could never have expected the hostility he would attract
from the authorities. As he puts his exhibition together
the forces against him grow. A tense narrative coupled
with powerful imagery defines this unusual documentary.
(87/52 mins, Ref  6704, HD) 

Fighting for Peace: In Rio's
most violent favela, shootouts
are a daily occurrence and
drugs provide an all too easy
escape. British ex-boxer Luke
Dowdney strives to provide an

alternative through running a boxing school. Can he help
Sugar and Douglas, his youngest and brightest talents, to
fight their way out of  the slums and become internation-
al champions? Co-produced by Madonna, this powerful
and upbeat doc is a fantastic lead in to the 2016
Olympics. (72/58 mins, Ref  6629, HD)

K2 and the Invisible
Footmen: K2 is widely seen as
the world's harshest mountain.
Yet many indigenous porters
make a living in its extreme
conditions, carrying provisions

for foreign climbing expeditions. Often risking their lives
with only rudimentary equipment, they receive minimal
pay for their efforts. Against a  backdrop of  breathtaking
natural beauty, this cinematic doc explores the everyday
courage and sacrifice of  the men who call the 'Savage
Mountain' their home. (54 mins, Ref  6576, HD)

Prison Dogs: Incarcerated for
murder and armed robbery,
hardened New York criminals
learn to love again by raising
puppies behind bars. In this
inspirational tale, three selected

prisoners battle self-doubt, anger and regret in their
attempt to transform dependent pups into service dogs
for injured US veterans. Bound together by fate, this
uniquely vulnerable trio of  puppy, prisoner and veteran
come to discover the redemptive power of  second
chances. (76/52 mins, Ref  6628, HD)
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The Great Alone: It’s billed as
'The Last Great Race on
Earth'. The Iditarod Trail is the
toughest dog sled race in the
world. Snaking through over a
thousand miles of  the Arctic's

harshest wilderness, the race is one of  Alaska's proudest
traditions and Lance Mackey is its greatest champion.
He’s a man with dog sled racing hard wired into his fam-
ily, across generations. And he’s a man who has battled
homelessness, addiction and cancer, but who has always
returned to the sled. (82/52 mins, Ref  6578, HD)

Where to Miss?: In the
sprawling, noisy madness of
Delhi, Devki battles to achieve
her dream - to become a taxi
driver.  The odds are stacked
against her; the dangers, her

sex and the deeply rooted traditions of  Indian society.  In
this crafted and riveting doc we witness Devki's battle to
accomplish her dreams.  Within a city shaken by the bus
rape of  2012, Devki strives to have the best that life can
offer her. Her journey is anything but smooth. 
(82/52 mins, Ref  6702, HD)

Miso Hungry: Award-win-
ning comedian and fast-food
junkie Craig Anderson doesn't
have much time for healthy liv-
ing. But at double his recom-
mended weight and with a bio-

logical age of  64 at the age of  38, he may just not have
much time, full stop. Can a nation known for its longevi-
ty save Craig from death by pizza? This fresh and funny
doc follows Craig on an action-packed culinary voyage of
discovery to Japan, as he learns a whole new approach to
food and fulfillment. (90/58 mins, Ref  6564, HD)

Babushkas of  Chernobyl: In
the radioactive Dead Zone sur-
rounding Chernobyl’s Reactor
a community of  old women
cling to their ancestral home-
land. While their neighbours

have long since fled and their husbands gradually died
off, this sisterhood of  women labour to cultivate land
deemed uninhabitable. Ignoring government orders and
health warnings, the ‘Babushkas of  Chernobyl’ continue
to forge an existence in one of  the most toxic environ-
ments on earth. (72/52 mins, Ref  6579, HD)
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Angels in Exile: What does
the onset of  puberty and sexu-
al awakening mean for a street
child? Over eight years, this
intimate and finely honed doc-
umentary captures the fear,

heartbreak and tragedy experienced by Ariel and Zuleika.
Growing up homeless on the streets of  Durban, the girls
are invisible to the sophisticated society around them.
Their world is one of  violence, drugs, prostitution and
murder - but even in the most adverse environment,
teenage love blossoms. (75/52 mins, Ref  6055, HD)

Star Men: During the Space
Race of  the 1960's, four British
astronomers travelled to
California to assist on the
NASA moon-landing mission,
working on projects that

shaped our understanding of  the universe and our place
in it. Fifty years on, they reunite for a final American
road trip. As the likeable four friends explore major
recent discoveries in astronomy together, this charming
doc reflects upon the fleetingness of  our lives played out
beneath the stars. (85/58 mins, Ref  6684, HD)

Becoming Bulletproof: Can a
team of  disabled people pro-
duce a slick feature film?
Apparently so. Once a year
actors from across America
meet at Zeno Mountain Farm

to produce and star in their own film. The project aims
to transcend stigma and stereotype and to empower
those with disabilities to be creative on an equal platform
to those without. This crafted documentary profiles their
most ambitious project to date: a sprawling mid-western
epic. (82/52 mins, Ref  6515, HD)

Cecilia: A young Indian girl is
trafficked to Delhi and is found
dead under mysterious circum-
stances.  Her mother, a poor
housemaid, is determined to
discover the truth. She

embarks on a journey with her wealthy filmmaker
employers to discover what happened. Facing corruption
and threats at every turn, the trio are determined to get
the traffickers involved behind bars. Along the way they
discover the case is by no means unique. 
(90/58 mins, Ref  6708, HD)
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Dugma: An intimate portrait
of  four very different suicide
bombers working for Al Qaeda
in Syria. From the Saudi who
loves singing and fried chicken
to the 26-year- old British con-

vert who is worried about his new wife, this remarkable
film embeds with an unlikely bunch of  ‘martyrdom seek-
ers’. As each waits for their turn to go on a final mission,
known by jihadists as 'Dugma', this film lays bare the
faith and doubt at the core of  men who give their life for
their cause. (58 mins, Ref  6585, HD)

Omo Child: The River and
the Bush: In Ethiopia's Omo
Valley, children are being killed
under an ancient tradition
known as 'mingi'. Even teeth
growing in a certain order can

bring a child a death sentence. One young tribesman
strives for change through education and adopting the
cursed children. But challenging tribal superstition isn't
easy and as he battles to save lives, things are not all that
they seem. This clever film will stay with you long after
you watch it. (90 mins, Ref  6630, HD)

A Boy’s Dream: Constructed
from plastic tubes, artist Theo
Jansens's beautiful animal-like
creations move independently,
powered by the wind. For
Theo, the creation of  his myth-

ical ‘strandbeesten’, or 'beach animals', is about much
more than just art: "I am creating a new nature...a new
species", he says.  A Boy's Dream follows the artist as he
reveals his remarkable new creations, delving into his
troubled past and reflecting on his own philosophical
anxieties. (70/58 mins, Ref  6675, HD)

The Price of  Peace: A terror-
ist training camp is discovered
in placid New Zealand. As we
get to know the charismatic
leader Tame Iti, accused of
running the camp, the depth of

animosity between sections of  the Maori people and
New Zealand's authorities unfolds. Sent to prison for
weapon offences, Tame’s legal case is mired in a legacy of
colonial animosity. Over 7 years of  filming, this wonder-
fully crafted doc unravels a complex national identity cri-
sis. (82/52 mins, Ref  6707, HD)
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  Finders Keepers: A man
loses his leg in an accident.
Another man accidentally buys
it at a North Carolina auction.
The story only gets stranger
from there. This is a rare, truly

laugh-out-loud doc. An expertly crafted narrative gets
under the skin of  lives that are forever changed when a
crazy small-town feud becomes a national media circus.
The result is both hilarious and tragic. An astonishing,
stranger-than-fiction tale of  greed, ego and redemption.
(82/52 mins, Ref  6409, HD)

Dressed as a Girl: High
hopes, high heels and high
drama! From boob jobs and
breakdowns to killer heels and
duct tape, to public sex and pri-
vate rows, the raucous lives of

London’s wackiest party animals are laid bare in this
revealing documentary. Simultaneously heart-breaking,
shocking and at the same time ceaselessly entertaining,
‘Dressed As A Girl’ presents a bold insight into the heart
of  London's East End drag community and its most
colourful characters. (94 mins, Ref  6573, HD)

Milk: How can nature’s own
breast milk be questioned? But
all too often it is. How would
the business of  infant formula
be so big otherwise? Through
an intimate and artistic lens,

MILK brings a universal perspective to the commerciali-
sation and politics surrounding infant feeding. From the
judgement placed on women who bottle feed their
babies, to the stigma of  breastfeeding in public. A
thought-provoking examination of  the way we feed our
babies around the world. (90/52 mins, Ref  6580, HD)

Kurdistan: Dream or
Reality?: Across four coun-
tries in the Middle East, forty
million Kurds have fought for
rights and recognition for
decades. Now they are leading

the struggle against the forces of  Islamic State, whilst in
the Kurdish Iraqi enclave they've created a business pow-
erhouse. Reporting from across the Kurdish world, this
incisive doc asks, are the Kurds closer than ever to secur-
ing the international recognition they so desire? 
(52 mins, Ref  6688, HD)
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Bounce - How the Ball
Taught the World to Play:
What is it about the shape of  a
ball that fascinates humans and
animals alike? Accessible and
fascinating, this documentary

explores the origins of  our captivation with the ball and
ball games. Travelling across time and around the  world
we discover that universally the ball has stamped its mark
on our lives and fuelled our passion to compete. A com-
pelling documentary searching for the reasons we play.
(71/52 mins, Ref  6538, HD)

I Am  Chut Wutty: In
Cambodia’s Prey Lang forest
deforestation is devastating the
lives of  the indigenous popula-
tion. Environmental activist
Chut Wutty is determined to

fight the illegal practices of  logging companies but when
investigating a secret military-controlled logging site,
Wutty is shot dead. ‘I Am Chut Wutty’ follows Wutty’s
fierce battle against illegal logging in an extraordinary tale
of  one man’s courageous battle to save Cambodia’s
forests. (53 mins, Ref  6541, HD)

Golden Girl: Frida Wallberg
was the best female boxer alive.
WBC World Champion and
undefeated her entire career,
the Swede was one of  the most
feared fighters in the world. Yet

during her final fight, a bout intended to be her crown-
ing glory, she suffered a blow that was to impact on her
life forever. Rushed to hospital after a dangerous brain
haemorrhage, Frida's entire world changed in an instant.
Her struggle to recover is to be her toughest fight yet.
(76/52 mins, Ref  6703, HD)

Energizing Our World:
What hope is there for the
future of  the planet? By swap-
ping apathy and despair for
innovation and invention, a
global movement of  ideologi-

cal, environmental trail-blazers hope to harness the
power of  the elements to save Planet Earth. This pre-
scient documentary explores the remarkable courage and
conviction of  industry experts from around the world, in
their mission to catalyse global citizens into resilient and
self-supporting communities. (52 mins, Ref  6706, HD)
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Viva Cuba Libre: A hard-hit-
ting Cuban rap group takes on
the Cuban state. They appear
out of  nowhere and disappear
just as quickly. Their protest
lyrics are catching on like wild-

fire, resonating with discontented Cubans. They get no
airtime and their young fans face persecution from the
police. An edgy, dangerous documentary with a powerful
soundtrack, ‘Viva Cuba Libre’ casts an unflinching eye
over the troubling reality of  modern-day Cuba.
(72/52 mins, Ref  6352, HD)

Pekka:  What makes a school
shooter? That is the question
this film asks itself  in an
attempt to understand the
most violent school shooting
in Finland’s history. Footage of

a sleepy town, poignantly normal, sets the tragic stage.
This is the site of  the Jokela school massacre. Through
the words of  those who knew him, as well as his angry
Youtube videos, we relive Pekka's life, from troubled
childhood to dark final moments. Brave, haunting,
essential.  (89/52 mins, Ref  6356, HD)

Monsterman: With their cos-
tumes and satanic alter egos,
Finnish heavy metal band
LORDI's victory in the 2006
Eurovision Song Contest
gained them international

acclaim. For front man Tomi, their victory was the reali-
sation of  his childhood dreams. An outcast from a young
age, Tomi found solace in heavy metal and fantasy. Yet
five years on, his band are without work and are hun-
dreds of  thousands of  Euros in debt. Can Tomi keep his
monstrous dream alive? (58 mins, Ref  6581, HD)

Beyond the Fear: At 26 Yigal
Amir assassinated prime minis-
ter Yitzhak Rabin, Israel's great
hope for peace with Palestine.
He was condemned to rot in
prison for the rest of  his days.

Enter Larisa Tremblova, a Russian academic who had
settled in Israel with her children and who was moved to
pity for the young murderer. This poetic documentary
follows the love affair that developed between mother
and murderer. A doc that has attracted the collective ire
of  the Israeli people. (80/52 mins, Ref  6452, HD)
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The Black Flag: Shi'a
Muslims across Iraq are taking
up arms to combat the spread
of  the Islamic State. Filmmaker
Majed Neisi travels to the edge
of  Anbar Province to embed

himself  with the under-equipped but determined volun-
teers fighting to rescue their country from the onslaught
of  the extremists. As bullets ricochet all around, this
frontline profile presents a vivid snapshot of  the con-
flicts raging throughout the Middle East and a glimpse at
the horrors of  combat. (62 mins, Ref  6595, HD)

Between the Devil and the
Deep: A dead fisherman, a
desperate poacher and a bro-
ken romance are all bound by a
single theme: the curse of  the
abalone. Prized as an

aphrodisiac in China, illegal harvesting of  the endan-
gered marine snail is destroying the fishing communities
of  South Africa. This gripping and nuanced doc follows
three families torn between tradition and the promise of
new-found wealth, as they get caught in a battle with a
corrupt and brutal police force.  (93/53 mins, 6582, HD)

Cat Heaven Island:  Cats -
hundreds and hundreds of
them - define the quiet island
of  Tashirojima. They have just
a handful of  elderly human res-
idents for company, who main-

tain a life steeped in fading but beautiful Japanese cul-
ture. This heart-warming and evocative documentary
explores how a tight-knit community of  ever more wiz-
ened pensioners find joy in their unique island identity,
and affection from their feline friends. 
(56 mins, Ref  6711, HD)

No Place to Hide:  Rehtaeh
Parsons, a fifteen-year-old stu-
dent from Nova Scotia, was
raped by four schoolboys while
drunk at a sleepover. Soon
after the vicious online circula-

tion of  a photo of  Rehtaeh being raped whilst being sick
out of  a window began. Through the eyes of  her parents,
this film re-examines these alarming events, which ulti-
mately led to Rehtaeh's suicide. A shocking testament to
police indifference, the stigma of  sexual assault and the
effects of  cyber bullying. (49 mins, Ref  6512, HD) 
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Honey at the Top: High in
the Cherangani Hills the cam-
era picks out burning homes,
women and children running
for their lives. In the name of
conservation, corrupt officials

attack the Sengwer people, illegally evicting them from
their ancestral lands. For Kenya and the World Bank the
Embobut forest is a commodity but to the Sengwer it is
home. This brave documentary gives a voice to an
ancient culture refusing to be extinguished. 
(57 mins, Ref  6705, HD)

Bulkland: The Futian Market
of  Yiwu in China is where
wholesale buyers come from
around the world to buy cheap
Chinese goods. Covering a
massive 4 million square

metres, over 100,000 suppliers hawk their wares. They
sell everything from toys to fluffy handcuffs, to plastic
Santas doing strange things. Business moves at a hundred
miles an hour and the air is full of  tales of  quick for-
tunes, kidnapped businessmen and and now, a slumping
market. (59 mins, Ref  6685, HD) 

Life of  a Butterfly: Polish
professional heavyweight
Marcin Rozalski cuts a menac-
ing figure with his shaved head,
tattoo-covered body and his
two pit-bulls, Stalin and Satan.

‘Life of  a Butterfly’ takes an intimate look at the man
behind the bellicose mask and what motivates him to
fight everyday. At 33 he knows his career cannot last for-
ever and part of  him longs to begin a new chapter in life.
On the other hand, he feels resigned to his violent fate. 
(44 mins, 6686, HD)

The Immortalists: What
would the world look like if
humans never grew old? Two
eccentric biologists are deter-
mined to find out. In this larg-
er-than-life doc, Bill Andrews

and Aubrey de Grey leave behind the journals and peer
reviews of  the scientific establishment to embark on a
quest for the age-old secret of  eternal youth. Can it be
done? And is it desirable? They differ in their approach,
but are united in their goal: to learn to live forever, or die
trying. (80/51 mins, Ref  6258, HD) 
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Little White Lie: Lacey
Schwartz grew up convinced
she was white. She has copper
skin, black curls, and full lips –
features which distinguish her
instantly from her pale Jewish

parents. Throughout her childhood her differences set
her apart. But it wasn't until she was 18 that she learned
the truth: her real father was black. Eight years in the
making and put together by Lacey herself, Little White
Lie tells the compelling story of  an uncomfortable, unac-
knowledged truth. (66/52 mins, Ref  6362, HD)

Ghosts from the Past:
Hardened ex-con and junkie
Viggo comes from a bizarre
and mysteriously incestuous
family background. Asking
himself  how he changed from

a sensitive boy to a hardened criminal, he begins a painful
journey back into his past. Drawing on a rich family
archive, Viggo and his sisters struggle to come to terms
with the sexual relationships that defined their family. An
extraordinarily powerful portrait of  a family that lost its
way. (90/52 mins, Ref  6698, HD)

Freedom or Death: The most
detailed and shocking film on
the events culminating in the
Maidan Square battles.
Ukrainian-born filmmaker
Damien Kolody traveled to his

homeland to document the violent insurrection from the
streets, chronicling the extreme chaos engulfing Ukraine
in a remarkable and intense narrative. With exhaustive
research and a powerful unseen archive, this doc will go
down in history as the definitive narrative of  the Maidan
revolution. (72 mins, Ref  6584, HD)

The Dybbuk - A Tale of
Wandering Souls: Thirty
thousand Hasidic Jews arrive in
Uman, Ukraine, on an annual
pilgrimage to celebrate the
Jewish New Year at the grave

of  their holy leader. Their arrival is met with the ire and
prejudice of  the Ukrainian far-right. Clashes between the
two groups are routine and yet the reciprocal intolerance
of  both cultures threatens to destroy Uman. This craft-
ed doc tells of  a remarkable clash between 2 civilisations.
(85/53 mins, Ref  6670, HD)
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Angel of  Nanjing: The
Yangtze River Bridge in
Nanjing is the most popular
place in the world to commit
suicide, with over 5 attempts a
week. For the past 11 years,

blue-collar worker Chen Si has been patrolling this
bridge every day, watching out for desperate people
who've gone there to end their lives. With no formal
training, he has saved over 300 people since he began,
earning him the nickname the 'Angel of  Nanjing'.
(70/56 mins, Ref  6591, HD)

Land of  Many Palaces: In
the next 20 years, the Chinese
government aims to move a
quarter of  a billion farmers
from the countryside to new
cities: the largest migration of

people in the history of  the world. What does this
progress look like? And what is being left behind? This
extraordinary and often comic ob-doc follows the huge
changes in the lives of  rural people as they are trans-
planted to a ready-made metropolis and abandon their
ancient way of  living. (60 mins, Ref  6490, HD)

Digital Dissidents: Never has
the role of  the whistleblower
been more in the public eye.
They are the warriors of  the
digital age, fighting for trans-
parency and privacy in an

advancing technological world. Why do they risk every-
thing to do it and can their cause be called a patriotic
duty? Critics condemn their actions and claim they
endanger our security, others celebrate them as heroes. A
fresh insight into those called to serve a complex, life-
changing mission. (90/52 mins, Ref  6530, HD)

Circus Without Borders:
One is  from a remote Inuit
community in the Arctic
Tundra, the other from the
bustling but poverty-stricken
capital of  Guinea, West Africa.

But Guillaume Saladin and Yamoussa Bangoura share a
dream: bring circus to the youth in their communities.
Filmed between two locations at the opposite ends of
the world, ‘Circus without Borders’ introduces two fig-
ures committed to change, with the talent to achieve it.
(70/52 mins, Ref  6392, HD)
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A People without a Land:
Settlement expansion across
Palestine is out of  control -
now we need to speak about
the One State Solution! Is the
patchwork of  remaining

Palestinian land now so fragmented it could never form
a viable future state? This incisive film explores the ques-
tion of  whether Israeli settlers have destroyed all hope of
return for the villages’ original occupants and asks if  the
One State Solution is doomed beyond hope of  being sal-
vaged. (78/52 mins, Ref  6389, HD)

Project Cancer: Ulay is con-
ceptual artist Frank Uwe
Laysiepen, whose photography
pushed the boundaries of  the
medium, and whose love affair
with Marina Ambramovic pro-

duced some of  the world's best-known examples of  per-
formance art. Diagnosed with cancer shortly after agree-
ing to film the documentary, Ulay's illness informs
‘Project Cancer’, which is part-retrospective, part-visual
document of  the year that he believed could be the last
in his extraordinary life. (91/56 mins, Ref  6475, HD)

Days of  Hope: Three stories
interweave to offer a portrait of
the brave souls who leave
Africa for Europe, but who
always stay connected with
home. We rarely see immi-

grants on the move as individuals. Do they have lives
separate from the mass process of  immigration? In a
globalised, connected world immigrants are no different
to us. As the narrative unfolds we learn that each of  the
three characters has personal motivations very similar to
those that drive us all. (72/55 mins, Ref  6051, HD)

Madina’s Dream: While the
men of  the Nuba don uni-
forms and make war with the
Sudanese government, their
children look on in fear and
confusion. As bombs rain

down they dash with their mothers to find cover in
mountain caves. Eleven-year-old Madina dreams of  a
brighter future but for her people that future is far off.
This region of  Sudan contains one of  the world's most
hidden wars and in this doc it's the children's perspective
that defines the storytelling. (80/52 mins, Ref  6350, HD)
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All Things Ablaze: What
does the violent heart of  revo-
lution feel like? As the anger
and hatred glow white hot is
there a language its players use
to speak to one another? And

what becomes of  the gun-toting authorities when their
fiefdom is destroyed, nobody is afraid any longer, and all
things are ablaze? These are just some of  the questions
addressed in this visceral documentary from Maidan
Square, filmed during the violent Ukrainian winter of
2013-14. (81/52 mins, Ref  6311, HD)

Tashi and the Monk: The hit
HBO doc! A Buddhist monk
who spent years as a spiritual
teacher in America returns to
the Himalayan foothills of  his
infancy. There, he has set up

Jhamtse Gatsal, a home for abandoned children. Tashi, a
little girl with a traumatic past, is its newest pupil. She will
be his toughest challenge yet. Tashi and the Monk is the
story of  a chaotic community with no higher purpose
than giving its young members the joys of  childhood.
(53/41 mins, Ref  6445, HD)

The Ground Beneath their
Feet: For Pakistani girls who
suffered spinal injuries in the
devastating 2005 earthquake,
two big questions hang over
their futures. Will I ever walk

again? And will I ever marry? While most Pakistani girls
are destined from birth to be wives and mothers, Khalida
and Ruqiya’s injuries have just have opened the doors to
a life less ordinary. Shot over 4 years, we follow the pair
as they come of  age in a country that prizes marriage
above all else. (75/52 mins, Ref  6394, HD)

Portrait of  a Soldier: August
1st, 1944. On the brink of
adulthood, Wanda's world is
fractured by warfare. After
years of  occupation, a chance
to fight back arises. Her first

thought: “I need a gun”. From the perspective of  a
young 17-year-old girl, ‘Portrait of  a Soldier’ details her
experience of  the largest military resistance battle of
World War II, The Warsaw Uprising, vividly revealing the
city’s ferocious fight for freedom. 
(58 mins, Ref  6488, HD)
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In Between Mountains and
Oceans: Every twenty years
the sacred Japanese temple of
Ise Jingu is rebuilt entirely
from scratch. Its creation
involves both huge scale and

absolute attention to detail - and it takes the full twenty
years to build. It's an endless cycle, time slowed down,
classic Japanese. This doc contrasts traditional Japanese
wisdom against the impact of  modern life as celebrated
photographer Masaaki Miyazawa brings his theme to life
with riveting panache. (78/54 mins, Ref  6693, HD)

A Royal Hangover: British
culture and binge drinking.
These are two phrases that are
uttered in the same breath with
alarming frequency. When did
alcohol come to play such a

central role in UK  society? And why can’t Brits show the
same restraint that seems to come naturally to its conti-
nental neighbours? A Royal Hangover argues that Britain
is only now waking up and taking stock of  its decades-
long over-indulgence and argues it’s high time for an
intervention. (82/55 mins, Ref  6387, HD)

Chernobyl’s Cafe: Thirty
years after the famous nuclear
reactor explosion, Chernobyl is
once more showing signs of
life. As the fears of  the older
generations are replaced by the

fascination of  the new, Chernobyl is emerging as a sur-
prisingly popular tourist destination and local industry is
on the rise. However, with radiation levels still danger-
ously high, serious questions remain over whether the
region can ever truly recover from its past. 
(51 mins, Ref  6658, HD)

Evolution of  a Criminal:
What turns a 16-year-old hon-
ours student into a bank rob-
ber? Through interviews, re-
enactments and footage span-
ning a decade of  his life, film-

maker Darius Monroe seeks to answer the question he’s
dwelt on since first waking up behind bars in a Texas
state prison. Revisiting his victims and accomplices in a
cathartic confrontation with the past, Monroe explores
how one misguided moment can reverberate throughout
an entire community. (83/52 mins, Ref  6263, HD)
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Forest of  the Dancing
Spirits: Deep in the mists of
the Congo Basin, undisturbed
by civilisation, live the Aka - an
ancient tribe of  nomadic pyg-
mies. Theirs is an existence

built on magical ritual and sexual power, lived beneath a
canopy of  ancestral myths. But with a logging company
set to raze the rainforest that cradles their world, it is also
one on the verge of  extinction. Clever, fresh, and endear-
ingly profane, this is a visual love-letter to an endangered
people. (104 mins, Ref  6264, HD)

China: New Empire:  Home
to a fifth of  the world's popu-
lation, the newly-minted super-
power, China, will soon be the
largest economy on earth. Yet
it remains little understood in

the West. This three-part documentary offers a bold step
towards overturning that ignorance. With the most
sumptuous production values possible, it skilfully glides
from historical enquiry to current analysis in a deep yet
accessible tour de force. Timely, comprehensive and
magisterial. (3 x 59 mins, Ref  6396, HD)

Big Like Me: From pills to
pumps to plastic implants, this
is the story of  one man's pur-
suit to make his penis bigger. It
explores a prevalent obsession,
an ostensibly physical problem

that may reveal more about the twisted psyche of  the
post-porn male than anything else. Featuring testimonies
from ex-girlfriends, family members and total strangers,
‘Big Like Me’ is a whirlwind tour of  the private world
and public mission of  a man attempting to do what God
never intended. (90/58 mins, Ref  6165, HD)

Rich Hill: The Sundance-win-
ning story of  three young boys
living in desperate poverty in a
forsaken Missouri town.
Houses derelict, farms desert-
ed, storefronts boarded-up.

When the coal ran out at the end of  World War Two, so
did the people. It’s a story that can be told all across rural
America. But a few still live here and amid the squalor
and shattered dreams, the camera achieves a relationship
with the boys that is startling in its candour and compas-
sion. (92/52 mins, Ref  6094, HD)
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Moonwalk One: The moon-
landing of  July 1969 remains
an iconic event in human histo-
ry and one of  mankind's great-
est achievements. First released
in 1970, Moonwalk One is a

philosophical and poetic account of  humanity's unique
ambition. Remastered for the digital age and utilising
previously undiscovered footage, this film offers a new
generation the chance not only to see the first lunar
expedition, but to sense the excitement of  a world on the
brink of  history. (104 mins, Ref  6712, HD)

The Living Fire: With the
thick snow melting in the
breathtaking Carpathian
Mountains of  Ukraine, spring
is approaching and three men
must prepare for an arduous

journey up into the mountains. Bound by tradition, they
reflect on the meaning of  their own existence as the con-
temporary world encroaches on their remote communi-
ty and threatens to destroy their way of  life. A moving
and captivating tale of  three shepherds, each at a differ-
ent stage in his life. (80/52 Ref  6570, HD)

FEMMEFille: In the fashion
world, Isabelle Caro was
known as the face of  shocking
campaign ‘NO-Anorexia’. But
what is the story behind the
woman whose emaciated body

adorned Oliviera Toscani’s billboards? Looking above
and beyond her illness, this documentary turns back the
clock on Isabelle’s troubled life and reveals the true
desires and ambitions of  a young woman struggling to
overcome her childhood trauma and enter the adult
world. (84/52 mins, Ref  6391, HD)

Putin is Back:How exactly
did Putin take his country
hostage and remain so popular
at the same time? No-one
believed he could regain the
Russian Presidency after 2008.

After all, he had served the constitutional limit of  two
consecutive terms. But of  course, four years later Putin
was back, his regime now clearly defined by cronyism,
homophobia and unilateral land grabs. An improbable
and disquieting documentary about the abuse of  power.
(77/56 mins, Ref  6388, HD)
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Out of  Print: Dive into the
riveting debate over the future
of  ideas. To some, the digital
revolution can offer an extraor-
dinary gift to humanity: unfet-
tered access to all published

content. The other side defends copyright as indispensa-
ble in ensuring that the best minds commit their energy
and time to the written word. This documentary visits
the libraries, book clubs, classrooms and corporate
offices on the frontline of  this fight, to give the whole
story. (55 mins, Ref  5899, HD)

Landmine ER: The war
ended in Cambodia in 1991,
but for rural Cambodians the
legacy of  landmines has
extended the violent history
into their present-day lives.

Satya Yorman lost a leg to a landmine. Through Satya, we
experience the painful effects of  a landmine injury and
coming to terms with a crippling disability. His story
illustrates the life-changing consequences of  Cambodia's
six million unexploded landmines. Will Satya ever be able
to walk again? (54 mins, Ref  6583, HD)

Still Tibet: Embarking on a
deep journey through one of
the most remote ethnically
Tibetan areas of  China's
Sichuan Province,  Miguel
Cano hitchhikes, motorbikes

and takes to foot to reach parts of  the region that usual-
ly go untouched by tourists. With incredible cinematog-
raphy, he journeys throughout the holy region to discov-
er those fighting to preserve their spiritual and national
identity, exposing a vulnerable civilization that retains an
extraordinary mystical essence. (52 mins, Ref  6485, HD)

Trees that Walk: The camp-
fires of  our ancestors. The
ships with which we first
explored the globe.
Instruments, artwork, build-
ings, furniture – these are only

some of  our innumerable uses for wood. From cradle to
coffin, we owe much to the second life of  trees. But are
we doing enough to protect them? Trees That Walk is a
meditative, intricate exploration of  the deep and endur-
ing bonds between trees and people. Thought-provok-
ing, haunting and wise. (59 mins, Ref  6414, HD)
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Return to Homs: Nineteen-
year-old Basset is the goalkeep-
er for the Syrian national soc-
cer team. When revolution
breaks out the charismatic
young man becomes an iconic

protest leader and singer. Osama is a 24-year-old media
activist and pacifist wielding his camera to document the
revolution. But when their beloved Homs becomes a
bombed-out ghost town, these two peaceful protesters
take up arms and transform into renegade insurgents,
with devastating results. (90/52 mins, Ref  6035, HD) 

The Project: It sounds like a
crazy idea: a handful of  South
African mercenaries sets out to
tackle piracy right at its source.
They ignore international
objections as well as a UN

arms embargo in order to train and lead a private anti-
piracy militia in Northeast Somalia. On their first mis-
sion, disaster strikes. Yet they choose to persevere.
Somehow this utterly unexpected film becomes a testa-
ment to human grit - and foolishness - in a land beyond
the rule of  law. (82/52 mins, Ref  6386, HD)

A Mother’s Dream: Making
babies is big business in India.
The Akanksha clinic is the
largest outfit producing infants
for clients, often foreigners,
who can't conceive themselves.

For the women who get pregnant on demand it's a way
of  escaping poverty but it's still deeply traumatic.
Intimate narratives chart the aspirations and fears of
client and surrogate. A sensitive but powerful obdoc
exposing the emotional hurdles involved in breaking the
laws of  Mother Nature. (85/52 mins, Ref  6058, HD)

Storm in the Andes: Josefina
was born in Sweden to a
Peruvian family. Her relatives
played a key role in Peru's his-
tory - her aunt and uncle were
the founders of  the country's

communist party, Shining Path, and were behind the
armed uprising of  1980. In this film, she travels back to
Peru and meets Flor, whose brother was imprisoned for
belonging to Shining Path. Flor was born into the war
that Josefina's family fled. Their meeting will mark them
both forever. (100/56 mins, Ref  6415, HD)
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Cairo Drive: Amid a cacopho-
ny of  car horns and cursing,
the manic streets of  Cairo are
where Egyptians vent their
frustrations and air their hopes
and joys. With a cast of  drivers

as diverse as the city’s population, this documentary
reveals the tumult of  the city in the days leading up to the
Egyptian Revolution . With an often delightfully comic
edge, it  captures the voices of  a people who are unsure
what the next turn in the road holds in store for them.
(79/52 mins, Ref  6377, HD)

Gangster Jihad: He shocked
the world by tweeting pictures
of  himself  – and his child –
holding the severed heads of
executed Syrians in the service
of  the Islamic State. Yet

Khaled Sharrouf  was born and grew up in Australia.
After a life of  petty crime, a fervour bred in the suburbs
of  Sydney led this criminal thug into religious extremism
and alarming brutality. His transition to terrorism reveals
ISIS's disquieting attractiveness to a strange new breed –
the gangster jihadi. (42 mins, Ref  6318, HD) 

Birdmen: Staring down a
sheer precipice into a deep
abyss with your head spinning,
every fibre in your body tries to
resist the edge. Meet the mad
men and women who don't.

Overcoming their fears, they step off  into thin air and fly
like birds, hurtling at impossible speeds and gliding low
across beautiful, rolling landscapes. A startling, adrena-
line-filled insight into the revolutionary new sport that
brings the dream of  human flight alive.
(52 mins, Ref  5465, HD)

Beggar’s Oasis: The Roma
can be found in towns and
cities across Europe, but how
do local populations feel about
their presence? This film fol-
lows the bid in Lausanne for a

ban on begging that will effectively force the Roma out
of  the French town. In doing so, it sheds a spotlight on
a people shunned by respectable society. In an increas-
ingly hostile Europe, their way of  life has few safe
havens, leaving the Roma with a serious dilemma - where
to next? (85/52 mins, Ref  6416, HD)
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Elephants in Frames:
Unnaturally bent legs slip on a
steep hillside as thick chains
draw blood under the dragging
weight of  vast logs. Asian ele-
phants have worked for

mankind for over 4,000 years. Generations of  labour,
performing, separation and brutal taming methods have
had a profound impact on these emotionally intelligent
creatures. Through stunningly intimate cinematography,
this film poetically examines their complex relationship
with the human race. (52 mins, Ref  6057, HD)

My Jihad: As violence contin-
ues to spread throughout the
Middle East, a growing num-
ber of  young Muslims from all
over Europe are leaving their
home towns to fight for ISIS.

In the last year alone over 400 young Belgians have trav-
eled to Syria to become jihadists. This film visits the
region of  Vilvoorde to investigate why so many young
Belgians are becoming radicalized and how leaders of
the Muslim community are attempting to combat it. 
(52 mins, Ref  6633, HD)

Menstrual Man: Most men
squirm at the mention of
women's periods. And then
there's Muruganantham, an
illiterate school dropout. After
discovering his wife's rudimen-

tary means of  managing her periods, he rolled up his
sleeves and went on a quest to provide low cost sanitary
towels to rural Indian women. At first he was labelled a
pervert and shunned, now he is hailed as a visionary
around the world. An inspiring and extraordinary story
of  the unlikeliest of  heroes. (52 mins, Ref  5744, HD)

Dwarf  in China: A dwarf, a
dragon, and a golden egg. Yet
the real fairy-tale of  this film is
the journey of  Jeanmarie, a
Dutch performer. In an adven-
turous project he teams up

with Frank to travel through untouched regions of
China, performing his new show to local children. As
they transport their wondrous music machine from vil-
lage to village, they bring laughter to all who see their
magical performance. Reuniting reality with fantasy,
Europe with Asia. (52 mins, Ref  6489, HD)
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Ethiopia Rising: The remark-
able and inspiring story of  how
one man turned his barren
environment, destroyed by war,
into a lush and verdant Eden.
For the last thirty years, Abu

Hawi has fought tirelessly to protect the beautiful forests
surrounding his village. Following the devastation of  a
long civil war he planted over a million trees, mobilised
an entire community to regenerate their surroundings
and saved his village from certain extinction. 
(60 mins, Ref  6713, HD)

Black Lives Matter:
Following Barack Obama's
inauguration in 2009, many
Americans predicted the end
of  racial inequality in the
United States. But as black

communities continue to be torn apart by violence,
America remains a country divided. Taking cues from
their forefathers in the 1950s, a new generation of  civil
rights activists has emerged from the bloodshed, deter-
mined to have their voices heard in the fight for racial
equality. (57 mins, Ref  6654, HD) 

We Are Journalists: How far
would you go for freedom of
expression? Would you risk
losing your job? Your family?
Your life? Suffocated by cen-
sorship and under constant

threat of  reprisal, there is always the chance that the next
sentence they write could be the start of  a confession in
a regime prison. Filmed from the inside over the last
decade, this is a window onto the corruption and brutal-
ity of  the Ahmadinejad years, and their enduring legacy
of  silence. (84 mins, Ref  6314, HD)

The Engineer: Israel Ticas is
El Salvador's only criminolo-
gist. In one of  the world's most
dangerous countries, his job is
to unearth the hundreds of
missing people murdered and

buried by the rival gangs MS-13 and 18 Street as their
street war rages. Without him the murdered would go
uncounted. The gangs may have declared a truce in 2012,
but as we discover on the job with Israel, the murder rate
has increased and El Salvador's missing remain without
justice. (93/52 mins, Ref  6012, HD)

Scientologists at War: Meet
Scientology's highest-level
defector, Marty Rathbun. As
the former Inspector General
of  Ethics in the organisation,
Rathbun worked closely with

its leader, David Miscavige, and celebrity follower Tom
Cruise. Now he lives in small-town America: a man
under siege. With incredible access, this doc captures the
shocking measures the church will take to pressurise and
discredit defectors. A rare insider-view of  the highly
secretive organisation. (47 mins, Ref  5895, HD) 

The Great European
Disaster Movie: In a post-EU
future, Nigel Farage and
Marine Le Pen have come to
power, the Greeks have written
off  their debt and the

Eurozone has collapsed. Flitting between artfully con-
structed sequences and interviews with commentators,
politicians and ordinary people, this powerful documen-
tary shows us the stakes and the possible consequences
of  the European Union’s collapse and asks: what can we
do to save it?  (80/52 mins, Ref  6393, HD) 

The Most Dangerous Job in
the World: As ISIS advance
through Iraq, thousands of
government troops have fled.
In Kirkuk, the power vacuum
has led to the inset of  factional

rivalries on the frontline of  the war with IS. It is now up
to Police Chief  Sarhad Qader to keep the peace. But in
this crucible of  ethnic violence, live combat isn’t the only
challenge Sarhad must face. Kidnappings and political
blackmail are commonplace in a state where human lives
are the only currency. (45 mins, Ref  6268, HD)

Stop at Nothing: The stagger-
ing story of  the man behind
the greatest fraud in sporting
history. Lance Armstrong sac-
rificed everything in his ruth-
less pursuit of  fame and suc-

cess, leaving friends, colleagues and conscience at the
side of  the road. This doc exposes dirty scandals and
corrosive conspiracies, revealing how Armstrong con-
vinced the world he was a hero. But those friends whose
lives he destroyed would fight back and ultimately prove
to be his downfall. (100 mins, Ref  5868, HD)



Oxyana: Once a thriving min-
ing community, now a destitute
hinterland ravaged by its addic-
tion to a prescription painkiller:
the West Virginian town of
Oceana is a portentous glimpse

of  the American dream, collapsed. It’s home to high-
school girls with $800-a-day habits, former miners who
turned to dealing to make ends meet and pregnant
women selling their bodies for another fix. Dubbed
'Hillbilly Heroin', the drug Oxycontin is slowly rotting
the soul of  rural America. (78/52 mins, Ref  6262, HD)

State of  Control: When two
undercover filmmakers attempt
to document life in Tibet under
Chinese tyranny, they become
the targets of  the very regime
they set out to investigate.

Placed under 24-hour surveillance and preyed on by
cyber spies and the secret police, they accidentally
become the subjects of  their own exposé. But they dis-
cover their experience is only the tip of  the iceberg. A
tense and eye-opening journey into a notorious media
blackout. (87/52 mins, Ref  6316, HD)

A Quiet Inquisition: Would
you break the law to save a
mother’s life? At a public hos-
pital in Nicaragua, this is the
ethical dilemma that faces
obstetrician Dr. Carla Cerrato

on a routine basis. It is one of  only five countries in the
world to ban abortion outright – even in cases of  rape,
incest and likely maternal fatality. As hapless young
mothers implore her help, and Carla's work becomes
increasingly personal, the devastating impact of  this law
is made horrifyingly clear.  (68/56 mins, Ref  6266, HD)

Trafficker: Nigeria is a hub for
human trafficking. Victims are
transported to 33 countries,
mostly as part of  the $100 bil-
lion dollar sex trade. This doc
exposes the human costs

behind the statistics. Its tender, devastating interviews,
reveal an all-too-common tale: African women turned
prostitutes spend years paying off  their trafficking debt
in Europe. Few ever escape the shackles of  their night-
marish ordeals and many find becoming traffickers
themselves is the only escape. (60 mins, Ref  6371, HD)
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Cave Digger: Using only hand
tools, Ra Paulette sculpts mag-
nificent and intricate cave com-
plexes under New Mexico's
arid landscape. His creations
are as big as houses, delicate

and beautiful, and take 10 years to complete. But his
eccentricity, and the odd cave collapse, has led to nearly
all his commissions being dropped. And his obsession
has cost him dearly. This Oscar-nominated documentary
follows him as he sets out to carve his ultimate creation.
(40 mins, Ref  6048, HD)

First to Fall: Hamid and Tarek
are Canadian boys going to
fight in the Libyan revolution.
On the outbreak of  fighting,
they decide to return to their
homeland and join the brutal

guerilla war to liberate the country. They will be wound-
ed and changed forever by the experience. Their youth-
ful naivety is set against the unforgiving landscape of
war, as they learn about life and death on the frontlines.
A hugely impressive narrative account of  the Libyan rev-
olution. (82/52 mins, Ref  6011, HD) 

Before the Revolution: Today
they may be sworn enemies,
but in the 60s and 70s thou-
sands of  Israelis lived in Iran.
Protected by arms deals and
complex financial ties, the

Israelis enjoyed a luxurious lifestyle, wilfully blind to the
corruption they supported. But in '79 the ex-pat's
"Persian paradise" was shattered by the Islamist revolu-
tion. Using rare archive and interviews, this fascinating
doc cleverly exposes the thrilling, dark reality of  a forgot-
ten slice of  history. (54mins, Ref  5893, HD)

Village Without Women:
Atop a mountain in Southwest
Serbia the Jankovic brothers
hold the fort in the womanless
village of  Zabrdje. In a hilari-
ous narrative this well-crafted

doc follows the brothers’ quest to bring women back to
the once vibrant community. But with no running water
or roads, convincing Serbian women is out of  the ques-
tion. Instead they turn their eyes across the border to
Albania and extend an olive branch to the women of
their old enemy. (81/54 mins, Ref  5441, HD)
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The Hadza: Last of  the
First: One of  the last true
hunter-gatherer tribes, the East
African Hadza try to maintain
their sustainable lifestyle. They
have lived on their land near

the Rift Valley in Tanzania for over 50,000 years. Like
other indigenous peoples around the globe, the Hadza
now face grave challenges to their way of  life. ‘The
Hadza: Last of  the First’ is a call to action to guarantee a
land corridor for their survival. (70/54 mins, Ref  6542,
HD)

Casablanca Calling: In
Morocco, an unprecedented
experiment is taking place.  F or
the first time ever in a Muslim
country, woman are being
allowed to become preachers.

The morchidat, as they are known, might just be the anti-
dote to extremism and they are teaching a more tolerant
form of  Islam that protects the rights of  women. Part
teachers, part counsellors, they go from town to country,
schools to prisons, sowing the seeds of  change.
(70/55 mins, Ref  6395, HD) 

The Invisible Front: When
Russia occupied Lithuania after
WWII, a section of  the popula-
tion refused to submit to the
communists’ rule of  fear. This
resistance force played a game

of  cat-and-mouse with the Russians in the Lithuanian
countryside for years, costing many their lives. With tes-
timonials from survivors on both sides of  the conflict
and rare access to KGB documents and archival footage
from the period, ‘The Invisible Front’ tells their extraor-
dinary story. (76/52mins, Ref  6399, HD)

The Tundra Book: It’s noon
and -37C in Chukotka. A blis-
tering wind slices across the
tundra. In the magnificent
landscape of  Russia's Arctic
Circle on the Bering Strait, 72-

year-old patriarch Vukvukai leads his indigenous family
in caring for their herd of  14,000 reindeer. Living in iso-
lation, the family depends on reindeer for everything. In
the harshest of  arctic conditions the narrative, characters
and landscapes are so vivid it feels almost like a work of
cinematic fiction. (105/52 mins, Ref  5612, HD)
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Burn: Engine Company 50 is
the impoverished fire depart-
ment battling the fires raging
across Detroit. No fire crew in
America is so busy, or so
under-resourced. Detroit's

population has halved, leaving behind 80,000 empty
houses. And now arsonists are having a ball, starting over
30 fires a day. With incredible cinematography following
the firemen deep into the infernos, a powerful motown
soundtrack and a riveting narrative, it's a thrill ride not to
be missed. (52 mins, Ref  6070, HD) 

The Perfect Victim: Shirley,
Carlene and Ruby have collec-
tively spent over eighty-five
years in Missouri state prison,
having each been convicted of
killing their abusive husbands.

Beaten, raped, sold, abused and nearly killed themselves,
these women suffered for years prior to their desperate
crimes. A powerful and poignant insight into the world
of  domestic abuse, the lives it destroys, and an insensi-
tive US justice system. A shocking documentary you
won't easily forget. (85/52 mins, Ref  5709, HD) 

No Limbs No Limits: Joanne
O’Riordan has no arms or legs.
One of  only seven people in
the world to have been born
this way, she has long relied on
contraptions and gadgetry as

the limbs she never had. Now, she's going one step fur-
ther. This awe-inspiring film follows her journey from
her home in Co. Cork to the UN in New York, where she
issues the ultimate challenge to the most influential
women in technology: to build her a robot, a hope for
independence. (68/52 mins, Ref  6186, HD)

Bull Runners of  Pamplona:
Every year, for 8 days in July, a
herd of  massive fighting bulls
power down cobbled streets,
along with a petrified mass of
thrill seekers. The dark beasts

roar and skid; men with red bandanas are scattered like
skittles. It's all about the primordial thrill of  the scariest
chase in the world. Years in the making, this sumptuous
documentary gets unprecedented access to the Running
of  the Bulls; the camera so close you smell the fear and
hear the snorts of  the beasts. (56 mins, Ref  5522, HD)
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